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Abstract. We gefine a sorting problem on an PI element set S to be a family (& . . . . A,> of disjoim 
subsets of the set of n! linear orderings on S. Given an ordering w E &4,, we want to determine 
to which subset A, the ordering CO belongs by performing a sequence of comparisons between 
the elements of S. The classical sorting problem corresponds to the case where the subsets rcI~ 
comprise the n! singleton sets of orderings. 
If a sorting problem is defined by r nonempty subsets A,, then the information theory bound 
states tIiat at least log, r comparisons are required to solve that problem in the worst case. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the accuracy of this bound, WhiKe we show that it is usua’lly 
very weak, we are nevertheless able to define a large class of problems for which this bound is 
good. As an application, we show that if X and Y are n element sets of real numbers, then ihe n’ 
element set X+ Y can be sorted with 0 (n2) comparisons, improving upon the a2 log2 IS bsund 
established by .&Iarper et al. The problem of sorting X+ Y wat; posed by Berlekamp. 
Let (x,9 xz, ‘.‘9 Xn) be an n element set. e define a sortiq~ problem 011 these ele- 
ments to be a pair (F, P), where .Z’ is a subset of the n! possible linex orderings 
on {Xi, 0.. .}, and P is a family of disjoint nonempty sets 
r, so that == Alv *.. VA,. Given an ordering o E P, we w 
set A, the ordering o belongs by performing a seque.sace of comgarisons beWeen 
pairs of elements, (Xi : Xi). comparison algorit is said to sohe (I-‘, P) if’ the 
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numbers. If P partitions F into r nonempty sets, then any comparison tree that 
solves (P, B) must have at least P leaves, and therefore must contain a path of length 
2 log2 P. conclude that N(r, B) >/ rlog2 t-i. ‘This bound is known as the infore 
mation theory bound (ITB). 
In this paper we discuss the strength of the information theory bound, showing 
that it is almxt always terribly weak, in a sense to be made precise. However, we 
aIso describe a class of problems for which it is fairly good. When P is the parti- 
tion of Pinto singleton sets, let N(p) denote N(_Z’, P). We show that N(r)=log, lFl+ 
O(n), where n is the number of elements we are sorting on. For example, if 12’1 = 
Gz!)lj2, then N(r) == +n log, n-i-Q(n). We apply this result to a problem posed 
by &rlekamp. 
s serztion we indicate just how poor the ITB can be, and in fact usually is. We 
w that the :most difficult sorting problems, having the largest value PJ(r% P), 
. include the usual complete sorting problem where J’ is the entire set of n! orderings 
Angleton sets. Letting s(n) denote N(r, P) in this case, it is 
rz log; n+ O(n). (See [4, Section 5.3.1) for a detailed discussion 
about s(n).) Now we describe a problem due to Chase (see [4, p. 1981) where J’ is 
again the set of n! dxderings, but where P partitions F into only two sets: P = 
(AI, A& A% = (X&, < .*. 8~ Xzdnj : n has odd parity), A2 = {X,,lj < l . . < 
x’,,,> : rc has even paxity). It is easily verified that N(F, P) = S(n) in this case. Yet 
the ITB = 1. Now consider all problems of the form (I’, P), where F is the set of 
all n! orderings, and P = (AI, AZ} is a partition of F into two sets. (There are 
ZP1-2 such P.) Our first theorem shows that N(F, P) = n log,2 n+ O(n) for almost 
all of these problems. 
Let _F be the set of all n ! orderings on ( XI p . . ., Xn). Let P partition T 
lnto two nonempty sets. As n -+ GO, 
N(T,P) > log, n! - log, log, n - 2 
ulmos? all of these piutitiom P. 
S(n, K) denote tke number of P such t e will1 
left if XI c X’, and. TV the right if Xi > X,, and 
with the labels A 1 or A,. Ciearly, every problem 
= {A,, A,)) with N(r, P) < Kzan be solved by a comparison tree arising from 
e number of such labellings is 
(;)+122~ < n2K*‘* 
This establishes (2) an completes the proof. 0 
Apart from the parity problem mentioned above, and contrived modifications of 
it, the author knows of no other problem (r, P = {A,, AZ)) with N(C P) 2 log,n! - 
O(n). This is not suprising since “real problems” would have “structure”, causing 
them to be excr,gGonal. ere is one reasonable problem, however, that zk,lmoslt clua- 
lifies. Let L denote the gth of the longest increasing subsecluence of a sequence 
of PT terms Corn an ordered set, and let K = \n/log,q. Let a41 be the set of orde- 
ich L $ K, and AZ those for which L > K. Then 
N(r, P = {Ai, A,}) = nlOg2n-n’lOgz lOg,n+O(n) 
as shown in [2]. 
3. ‘The 
We now prove tour claim that the ITB is good for the case when P is a partition of 1’ 
into singleton sets: N(r) = log, Ir( +0(n). First, we demonstrate that this O(~Z]I 
error term is best possible as n+ 00 when Irl < (n !)l-’ for Axed E > 0. (We c;~.nnot 
(n) by o(n).) If P is the set of IZ orderings, r = { .Xntll c . . . < X&) : z 
st one inversion}, then N(I’) = n - 1, whereas log, I.Pl = log,n. VVe ge- 
neralize this construction to establish our “best possible” claim when ISI < (R.?)? 
t 
Fl := {&Cl, < .Y. a X*@) :n(j) = j for 1 < j < l&q), 
r2 t= {.X&, < . . . < X&): RI when restricted to (1, ,.., ~snl} is a 
st one inversion}. 
at N(r2) = N(lp, g, I&l -log, JF, I = logzn!, and 
= (1 -&)nlog,n+ t possible” claim follows easily. 
ropriate location in this so 
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X’ < X,)1. Clearly 1 < bx G K. We observe that & is the location number of 
& a&er it is insered into XI, < . . . < X& I, and this gives us a natural correspon- 
dence between orderings on X1, . . . . Xn and n-tuples &, l m*9 b,), with 1 < bi < i. 
n-tuple is entially the inve n table of the permutation ‘it such that &, < 
Kr(rO @= Section 5.1 a11). th this correspondence in mind, we can regard ,$J” 
as as& of n-tuples of b,‘s. The insertion of X’ is tantamount to the determination 
of bgl A comparison between XK and XrJ is equivalent to asking if ZP~ 6 .?. We 
now state and prove a more general result which implies our theorem. 
.2. Gilten n >, I, let S be a f!nite set of n-tuples with unrestricted positive 
intiger coordinates. Gitjez an unknown -tuple in S, we cun determine its components, 
h 62, 6.e) in that order, by making queries of the form, is b1 < J, and with a total 
of no more than Ilog, ISl+2n such queries. 
o& Let S(k) denote the number of n-tuples in S with bi = k, There are 
finitely many vaiues, ii < i2 < . .= <: ir such that S(i)) > 0. Letting NJ = S(iJ, 
we have3 that Qvj = 1Sl. By invoking? if necessary, the reversible order preserving 
tran&ormatiZof S defined by replacing each vector of S with b2 = ij by the same 
vector except with bl = j, 1 ::j< P, we can assume that i, = j without loss of ge- 
nerality. Now we describe a procedure for constructing queries “‘is bl 6 j” having 
the property that if we have to perform r such queries before the value of bl can be 
&t~rmkd, then AT,,, < 41Sl/2’. Our lemma then follows by induction on n. 
the interval from 0 to 1, and starting with j = 1, mark off successively from 
adjacent intervals of lenght NJlSl. For each r E [0, l] define J(r) to be the 
number of interval midpoints lying to the left of r, SO that 0 \< J(r) < L Maving made 
this transformation of scale, our search for bl now proceeds as the usual binary 
search : e ask if bl < J(i)* If so, then we ask if bl d J(i)* If bi r J($ we ask 
if bl 6 J(z), etc. 
Suppose that bl = i and that Z&/l Sl > 4/2?“. Then the i th interval has radius > 2/2p, 
andthereforecontains ml/F-’ andmzb2’-l SUCK that J(l;~2#‘-~) = i- 1 and J(m,/2’-‘) 
=‘= i. Ifrhs search for 5% has not previously ended, then by the time P- 1 queries have 
been performed, we will h,ave ascertained that J(c/T-~) < bt < J((c + Q/2+\) for 
some c with 0 < c < 2’m-1. ut then ml < c < m2- 31, for if c 2 m2, then 
(c/2-‘) 2 J(m2/F-‘) = i, 
a adiction; and if c < 
i = bl < J((c+ 1)/T-‘) < (m,/2+‘) = i- 1, 
ence we are forced to conclude t
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The reader may recognize t e search procedure for bl in the above proof as being 
equivalent to the binary code of Gilbert and Moore {see [4, p.445]). We have used 
this code to establish a bound on a worst case measure as opposed to an average 
case measure, which was the original intended use 01 this code. 
The algorithm in Theorem 3.1 requires considerable numerative information 
about the set F for its construction. To some extent his is necessary since, as Theo- 
rem 3.1 shows, a good estimate for N(F) provides a rough estimate for 11-I. The 
folkwing example, however, shows that in certain crises it is not too difficult to 
“guess” a decent algorithm. 
Let P” = { xR( 19 < , . . < X&,,) : IC has > G) -, IP inversions). 
the correspondence in Theorem 3.1, these orderings correspond to n-tuples (bI, . . ., b,J 
such that 2 bj Q n 3’2 +rm, and 1 < bj < j- If 1 < bj < jli2, then automatically 
&=I 
n 
Cb f < n312+n, and we conclude that Iri 2 fi lj112j, and that N(.Q 2 inlog,n+ 
$2). 
J =1 
Now we describe an insertion algorithm for sorting among the orderings of _ih: 
n terms of the notation in the proof of Theorem n determining bi, we per- 
form the queries, Ql, Q,, . . ., where QK asks if bL d , until an affifmative answer 
is obtained, thereby confining bi to an interval of leng’h n112. Then we perform the 
usual binary search within this interval, which requires potentially i log,n -I- II 
further queries. Each insertion therefore requires 
6 +?og,n+b,ln”2+O(l) 
comparisox, and the total number is 
. 
< tnlog, n-I_n-1/2 t b,+O(n) = +nIog2n+O(n) 
131 
comparison3. We conclude that N(T) = -$ PI log, n+O (n). 
et {xp .. . . Xn} and {Y,, Ve-, Yn} be sets of real numbers, and let % = (Jk’, + Yj : 
1 < i, j 6 PI), Berlekamp osed the problem of determining !IOVV fast the ?k2 eie- 
ments of 25’ can. be sorted. EOB each number u E Z, we assume that the i,j indices, 
such that at n210g2n compari- 
sons suffice to sort 
r the sake of completeness, we describe 
+(E) regions, (see [I]), it follows 
Note that we have only established the existence of a comparison tree that sorts 
3% Ywith 63 (n2’:a comparisons. This does not imply the existence ofa fixed algorithm 
(n2) for each n. Such a algorithm has to generate the re?e- 
e which we have sho exists. This generation of the tree 
to as the data managizment aspect of a comparison algo- 
rithm, as distinguished from the comparisons themselves. Such an algorithm, if 
it ex%ts, wo-old be of use in computing thp product of sparse polynomials. 
we restrict ourselves as above to perforniing comparisons between the elements 
of 2, as opposed to comparing other expressions involving &‘s and Y,‘s, then our 
(n2) bound is best possible. Specifically, WC show that at letist (n - 1)’ compari- 
sons are required. 
Let w be the following ordering of the elements of Z: 
x1,-f- yf, < xp, -I- Y-j_& 
and only if iI -+ i2 < j, -bjz!, or il + i2 = j, +j2 
1.~ and define xj 
-1, 2 I< s < n, 
tical to w except hat 
XI + Ys > X+1-!- Y,-1. 
satisfies wFs if we 
and i, < jIO 
= j+je and 1; =jforl Gj,<pt, 
let cars be the ordering of Z iden- 
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